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Key Words 

 
three     shred     square     shrink     
throw     throne     squint     threw     

shrank     through     squish     
thrown     squash     shriek     

squeeze     thrill     shrimp     squirt     
squeak     threat     squirm     shrub     

squawk      shrunk 

Teacher Notes 
I am looking forward to visiting with each of you next 
week at conferences.  The report card will come home 
with your child on Monday.  Please look it over and write 
down, or email me any questions you may have in 
regards to the report card.  We will discuss those at the 
conference.  We will also take a look at the reading and 
spelling rubrics, and your child’s MAP testing data.  I 
would prefer that your child attend the conference.  Their 
input is very important and informative!  See you soon. 
 
 

Concert Tour Schedule 
Monday:  Day 3 Computer Lab     KIND Club      Columbus Day     District Writing Assessment 
Tuesday:  Day 4 P.E. and Music  Conferences  
Wednesday:  Day 5 Media Book Check-out Day      Conferences 
Thursday:  Day 6 PE. and Music     Black Out Dress Up Day     Blind Sort Test for Spelling 
 

Rock Star  
Learning Tops the Charts ! 

Reading:    We enjoyed the selection Balto, The Dog Who 
Saved Nome.  We worked on synonyms, antonyms, word 
relationships, and making predictions.  Guided reading is going 
very well.  Please ask your child about some of the books they 
have been reading. 
Language:   Our focus this week was common and proper 
nouns.  We enjoyed several books that taught us more about 
nouns and we watched a few videos to help us distinguish 
between common and proper nouns.  Your child has their own 
noun book, please ask them to read it to you. 
Math:   We took our first summative assessment this week.  
We finished up topic 4 and took the first benchmark test.  The 
benchmark test covers all of the information taught in topics 
1-4.  Please go over the test with your child.  Thanks! 
Science :  It was time for our end of the quarter 
assessment.  The test was taken over two days and I think the 
kids did pretty well.  There was a lot of information covered 
this quarter! 
Social Studies :  We began learning about Jamestown this 
week.  Please ask your child to tell you what they know about 
Jamestown so far. 
Writing :  This week we wrote informational essays.  Our 
topic was a Native American group, 
Spell ing:  Next week, we will be taking a different kind of 
spelling test.  It is called a blind sort.  Students will have to 
sort the words and spell them correctly.  When a spelling 
pattern has been learned, I will have students do a summative 
review of those words.  We can talk more about this at 
conferences. 


